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Abstract

CoNET Project consists of two parts.

● CoNET “Stealth Internet”
Zero metadata networking infrastructure.

● CoNET Blockchain Expansion
Distributed ledger expansion.

The CoNET project provides Innate in digital privacy from the network layer to the
application layer because of these two unique infrastructures.
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● Introduction

Ubiquitous surveillance blurs distinctions between war and peace, intelligence and

commerce, as well as public and private to an unprecedented degree. It also assumes

that a full integration of data collection and data mining into everyday life is ultimately

possible, encouraging the transformation of everyday objects, public spaces, expert

encounters of every kind (medical, financial, communications), transportation systems,

and commerce into connectible modes of surveillance. Tracking, observing, and

screening, in other words, are becoming the basic tools of social institutions, making

the individual less a citizen-subject than an informational node in an ever-emerging

system of automated data collection and processing. That data collection is a critical

terrain on which a new social contract is being forged in the 21st century.

<Life by Algorithms> January 2020 by Joseph Masco [1]

In particular, the almost frantic censorship of speeches by various governments during
the epidemic has prevented the people's right to obtain the truth. And privacy is
undermined by pervasive data collection and centralized monopolies, preventing
innovative services and platforms from arising.

Although point-to-point encryption can protect the privacy of content, a very important
part of privacy, who the user is communicating with, and the user's social relationship
circle cannot be protected. Privacy tools sufficient for tackling the scope of private
information exposure are lacking today. Privacy must be understood as a holistic
property because leakage of information in one layer of a system can undermine the
privacy provided by even the most advanced cryptographic protocols in another layer.
Cryptocurrencies such as ZCASH [2], Monero [3], and mimblewimble may achieve privacy
on the blockchain level but can be de-anonymized by timing and associated metadata
on the network level. This is true of any zero-knowledge proof system used in isolation
on a single level.

Existing tools like VPNs or Tor, which are designed to protect against weaker
adversaries that are limited to just a few network locations. Incompetent in the context of
a strong government.

The three basic elements of communication are the sender, the receiver, and the content
of the communication. Whether in network communication, blockchain or real life.
Although encryption technologies can perfectly protect the content. Existing tools do not
change the foundation of sender-receiver addresses which have rich metadata. Instead,
try to transfer the sender's address through a proxy (VPN, TOR), or after mixing in a
black room (NYM, Tornado.cash, ZCASH, Monero ), into another identity to reach the
receiver, through poisoned nodes or payments can be reverted.
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● Network-level Privacy Solution

● Abstract
CoNET “Stealth Internet” Infrastructure (CoNET-SI) is an encrypted data routing
via asymmetric key network, which uses traffic type obfuscation based HTML
protocol to build at the top of the open systems interconnection (OSI)
communications model. CoNET-SI lets both parties of the communication use
wallet addresses rather than IP addresses and encrypt the communication
content.

● Introduction

Traditional tools based on changing clients IP addresses like VPN and Tor can no
longer meet people's increasing emphasis on privacy. Although the wallet
address of the blockchain can also be used to achieve private communication,
both parties in the communication need to wait for the generation of new blocks
and cannot achieve instant communication. It cannot be applied in the
client-server model of the Internet.

● Problems

○ IP address has rich metadata
The mechanisms of modern monitoring and censorship, big data analysis
are based on IP addresses with rich personal information.
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○ Network communication blocking
The modern network filter technology is based on the destination domain
name and IP address.

○ Compliance to Privacy Regulations as GDPR [4] and HIPAA [5]

Because the server cannot be anonymous, service providers need to
spend expensive legal fees.

● How CoNET-SI working
○ Registers Recipient Node

1) Bobo creates an Ethereum wallet 0x12a0..BO as the anonymous
communication device address.

2) Bobo creates another Ethereum wallet 0x12a0..BOCash as an
anonymous CoNETCash wallet address. Then use it to buy
CoNETCash with 10 USDC tokens.

3) Bobo selects a relay Node A which has been highly praised, the
network transmission price is us$0.00001/MB. Node A has an IP
address as 217.88.88.77.

4) Bobo selects a recipient Node B which has wallet 0x12a0..NodeB,
the minimum payment authorization amount is $1.00, and the
CoNETCash address is 0x12a0..NodeBCash.

5) Bobo authorizes $1.00 CoNETCash to Node B’s address
0x12a0..NodeBCash.

6) Bobo sign a request with 0x12a0..BO which have follow
information:

● Register device address 0x12a0..BO
● Sign authorized $1.00 CoNETCash
● Temporary session password

7) Bobo encrypts the request with Node B’s address as
0x12a0..NodeB then gets 1MB of encrypted message M1.

8) Bobo posts M1 to relay node A: http://217.88.88.77/post.
9) Node A receives the encrypted message M1 and cannot decrypt

it. Node A obtains the public key as 0x12a0..NodeB through side
channel leakage.
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10) Although Node A knows the Bobo IP address, it does not know the
content of the communication and who Bobo is communicating
with.

11) Node A gets the Node B routing address as 217.88.88.88.
12) Node A posts M1 to Node B : http://217.88.88.88/post.
13) Node B receives the encrypted message M1 and confirms that it is

its own public key.
14) Node B decrypts message M1 to get address 0x12a0..BO and

authorized CoNETCash.
15) Node B confirmed CoNETCash authorization.
16) Node B stores 0x12a0..BO as its own client.
17) Node B transfers the bandwidth fee us$ 0.00001 from Node B

CoNETCash to Node A.
18) Node B charges bandwidth fee us$ 0.00002 from Bobo authorizes

CoNETCash.
19) Node B responds OK 200 and transfers proof to Node A.
20) Node A got the us$0.00001 then responded OK 200 to Bobo.
21) Bobo received 200 Ok to confirm the request was successful.
22) Bobo keeps the connection.
23) Peter also registers his wallet address 0x12a0..PE to Node C.
24) Peter and Bobo exchange the communication wallet address

including the recipient server wallet address.

○ Send Peer-to-Peer Encrypted Messages

1) Peter writes the message "Hello Bobo" then signs the message
with own private key 0x12a0..PE, then encrypts it with Bobo's
wallet address 0x12a0..BO then gets the encrypted message N1.

2) Peter encrypts N1 with Node B address 0x12a0..NodeB then gets
the encrypted message N2 which has length 1MB.

3) Peter selects Node D as relay node then posts N2
http://217.88.88.66/post.

4) Node D receives the encrypted message N2 and cannot decrypt it.
5) Although node D knows the Peter IP address, it does not know the

content of the communication and who it is communicating with.
6) Node D obtains the wallet address is 0x12a0..NodeB through the

N2’s side channel leakage.
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7) Node D gets the Node B routing address as 217.88.88.88.
8) Node D posts N2 to Node B: http://217.88.88.88/post.
9) Node B decrypts message N2 then gets the encrypted message

N1.
10) Node B obtains the public key as 0x12a0..BO through the N1’s

side channel leakage.
11) Node B confirms that 0x12a0..BO is its own registered client.
12) Node B response 200 OK and us$0.00001 to Node D.
13) Node D got the payment then responded 200 OK to Peter.
14) Peter confirms the message was succeeded to Bobo then closes

the connection.
15) Node B charges bandwidth fee us$0.00002 from Bobo authorizes

CoNETCash.
16) Node B confirms 0x12a0..BO has a connection through NodeA.
17) Node B encrypted N1 using Bobo’s session temporary password

then got encrypted message N3.
18) Node B transfers the bandwidth fee us$ 0.00001 to Node A.
19) Node B pushes N3 to Node A via SSE (Server-Sent Events) [6].
20) Node B charges bandwidth fee us$0.00002 from Bobo authorizes

CoNETCash.
21) Node A got the us$0.00001 then pushed N3 to Bobo via SSE

(Server-Sent Events).
22) Node A cannot get any information from encrypted messages.
23) Bobo decrypted the N3 then got the encrypted message N1.
24) Bobo decrypted the N1 via private key then got the plaintext “Hello

Bobo”.
25) Bobo checked that the sign was from Peter’s wallet address.

○ Client is going to offline
1) Bobo ends connecting Node A’s URL http://217.88.88.77/post.
2) Node A lost connection from Bobo.
3) Node A checks the Url which relays to Node B.
4) Node A ends connecting Node B’s URL http://217.88.88.88/post.
5) Node B lost connection from Node A then confirmed that it is

connected to address 0x12a0..BO.
6) Node B marks address 0x12a0..BO to offline.

○ Store Offline Messages
1) Peter sends a new message to Bobo via Node D.
2) Node D relays the encrypted message to Node B.
3) Node B obtains the public key as 0x12a0..BO through the N1’s

side channel leakage.
4) Node B confirms that 0x12a0..BO is its own registered client.
5) Node B response 200 OK and us$0.00001 to Node D.
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6) Node D got the payment then responded 200 OK to Peter.
7) Peter confirms the message was succeeded to Bobo then closes

the connection.
8) Node B confirms address 0x12a0..BO is offline.
9) Node B store message to 0x12a0..BO’s message box.

○ Get offline messages when the client is online
1) Bobo uses Node B's wallet to sign the following information:

● a temporary session password
2) Bobo encrypts the message with 0x12a0..NodeB to get 1MB of

encrypted message R1.
3) Bobo posts R1 to the relay node E: http://217.88.88.xx/post.
4) Node E receives the encrypted message R1 and cannot decrypt it.

Node E obtains the public key as 0x12a0..NodeB through the R1‘s
side channel leakage.

5) Although node E knows the Bobo IP address, it does not know the
content of the communication and who it is communicating with.

6) Node E retrieves Node B corresponding to the public key of
0x12a0..NodeB, whose address is 217.88.88.88.

7) Node E post R1 to Node B: http://217.88.88.88/post.
8) Node B receives the encrypted message R1 and confirms that it is

its own public key.
9) Node B decrypts message M1 then gets signed by 0x12a0..BO

and authorized CoNETCash.
10) Node B changes address 0x12a0..BO status to online.
11) Node B finds offline messages from 0x12a0..BO’s box.
12) Node B encrypted all messages with the temporary session

password.
13) Node B transfers the bandwidth fee us$ 0.00001 to Node E.
14) Node B responds to 200 OK and encrypted messages and

payment to Node E.
15) Node B charges the bandwidth as $0.00002 from Bobo authorizes

CoNETCash.
16) Node B charges the storage usage 24 hours. (24 hours x 1MB x

0.000000014/MB) = us$0.00000033 from Bobo authorizes
CoNETCash.

17) Node E got the us$0.00001 then responded 200 OK and the
encrypted message to Bobo.

18) Bobo got the 200 OK response from Node E, and got an
encrypted message.

19) Bobo decrypted it with the temporary session password then got
the offline messages.
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○ Anonymous Server with the Client-Server Model
1) The server selects a recipient node then registers the server's

wallet address. Include payment authorized and temporary
session password.

2) Server connects to the recipient node via a relay node to cover the
server's IP address.

3) Client is the same as server first selects a recipient node then
registers the client's wallet address.

4) Then the client connects to the recipient node via a relay node to
cover the client's IP address.

5) Client signs the request then encrypted with server’s address,
then encrypted again with server’s recipient node address, then
post to a relay node.

6) Relay node will forward the encrypted message to the server's
recipient node.

7) The server's recipient node will pay bandwidth fee to the client's
relay node. Then encrypts the message with the server’s
temporary session password. Then pushes the message to the
server via SSE (Server-Sent Events).

8) Server decrypts the message with the temporary session
password.

9) Then decrypts the encrypted message with its own private key
then gets the request.

10) Server gets the client address via sign.
11) Server posts the response which is encrypted with the client

address to the client’s recipient node via relay node to cover
server’s IP address.

12) Client decrypt message gets the sign address which is server’s
address then confirms got response from server.

○ Load Balance for Anonymous Server
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A professional recipient node provider can distribute requests by
providing multiple entry IP addresses, and support multiple push
connections connected to the same wallet address through a switch
server.

● CoNET-SI Technical Features
○ Use type of Obfuscated CoNET Traffic
○ Communication without an IP address
○ Peer-to-peer encrypted communication
○ Decentralization
○ Fair supplier and user relationships based on stablecoins
○ Anonymous server supports Client-Server model
○ Messages can be cached when the recipient is offline

● Limitation
○ Traditional Internet APPs are No Longer Applicable

Since the CoNET network communication is established at the network
application layer, the traditional APP based on the socket communication
at the network layer will not be able to be used in the CoNET network.
But this also brings the other benefit that if the device itself hides the
monitoring software, it will no longer be available.

○ Additional Relay and Encryption Increase Network Latency

○ Wallet Addresses Maybe Loss of Privacy
Collusion of Relay and Recipient nodes allows wallet addresses to be
appended with IP address information.

○ Recipient Node Denial of Service
Recipient provider node rejects wallet addresses that already have some
targeted identity due to censorship.

○ Network Service Provider Goes Offline
Temporary network interruption caused by unprofessional network service
provider offline and loss of offline cache.
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● The CoNETCash - Blockchain-level Privacy Solution
● Abstract

Although CoNET-SI provides network communication privacy, the business
model is based on a decentralized incentive mechanism; if payment cannot
maintain privacy, censorship can go to privacy through the payment path.
CoNET Project offers an unconventional cryptocurrency solution named
CoNETCash for cryptocurrency privacy. CoNETCash is like real life, each
CoNETCash has a maximum $100 hold with a temp wallet address, trust,
anonymous, secure, reliable, high-speed transfer and low fee. CoNETCash‘s
minimum amount can be $0.000001 which is support for micropayments. This will
disrupt the leakage of transfer amount information. CoNETCash maintains
unprecedented anonymity because it benefits from IP Address-less CoNET-SI.

● Introduction
There are privacy issues with wallet transfers in the cryptocurrency space, and
while there are many very good solutions like Zcash, Monero, Tornado.cash etc.
But can be de-anonymized by timing and associated metadata on the network
level. Also it's just temporary tools and people generally switch back to using
regular wallets.
CoNETCash enables users to use it in real life like a credit card. It's faster than
credit cards with lower fees and anonymity. Users no longer need to go back to
their normal wallet after completing anonymous transfers.
Merchants can use it to pay costs without going through legal currency.

● Problems
○ Privacy and Anonymity Issues

Cryptocurrency transactions are public, traceable, and permanently
stored in the cryptocurrency network. Anyone can see the balance and all
transactions of any address.

○ High Transaction Fees
The stable encrypted asset transfer based on ECR-20 involves paying
gas fees. With the high price of Ethereum, the gas price has exceeded
400 Gwei, and you probably need 3 to 6 US dollars to conduct a simple
remittance transaction with average speed.

○ Micropayment Barrier
Transactions under 1 cent are impossible due to high transaction fees for
ECR-20.
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○ Transaction Jam
The Bitcoin network can only process 5~7 transactions per second on
average. Although Solana can achieve 65k transactions per second, it is
still far from the millions per second required by CoNET-SI.

○ The death spiral of stablecoins
One major stablecoin, TerraUSD crashed, after arbitrageurs redeemed
UST for LUNA.

● How CoNETCash working
Each CoNETCash is a maximum of $100 NFT (ECR-721 Non-Fungible Token
Standard) issued by a smart contract. Each CoNETCash has its own separate
secure and unmodifiable lightweight blockchain that is security and consensus by
a random CBDC, multiple random witnesses and validators. Its high-speed
transaction benefits from an event-driven new block generation mechanism
powered by CoNET's high-speed Distributed Ledger Expansion Infrastructure.

○ Issue CoNETCash
When the CoNETCash required by the user in the CoNETCash trading
pool is insufficient, a new CoNETCash needs to be minted from the
randomly selected CBDC.
The user creates a wallet address to place an order to buy CoNETCash.
The user can create a different wallet address for each order to maintain
anonymity. And the user provides the same value deposits of
CBDC-approved stablecoins for each order. The maximum amount of
each order is $100. Then the decentralized CBDC provides 20% of the
CoNET token of the market value and the GAS fee required for mint NFT,
along with the stablecoin provided by the user, to the contract, then the
contract mint an NFT as CoNETCash. The 20% of the CoNET token of
the market value was burned. Multiple witnesses and verifiers generated
by lottery will sign the genesis block to confirm.

○ Transfer of CoNETCash
The receiver and the amount authorized by theCoNETCash holder
signature are handed over to the CBDC for verification. Then the new
block generated will be verified and signed by the witnesses of this ledger
and randomly selected witnesses. The sender pays a fixed 0.05% transfer
fee.

○ Payment Authorization for CoNETCash
The user authorizes the payee to arbitrarily deduct the payment within the
specified amount without the user's online confirmation.
The wallet address of the receiver and authorized amount are signed by
the user then handed over to the CBDC for verification. Then the new
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block generated will be verified and signed by the witnesses of this ledger
and randomly selected witnesses. The sender pays a fixed 0.05% transfer
fee.

○ Exit from CoNETCash
Users can provide the receiving address to submit the withdrawal
transaction to CBDC, to withdraw pledged stablecoin from CoNETCash at
any time. The smart contract account transfers the corresponding amount
to the user's receiving address. Additional market price CoNET tokens
equivalent to the user's withdrawal amount are issued to CBDC. The
CoNETCash is entered into the transaction pool to wait for buyers.

○ Roles involved
■ User

Stablecoins recognized by CoNETCash governors should be
pledged. Pays a fixed 0.05% fee when transfer. Pays a fixed 0.2%
fee when exit CoNETCash.

■ CoNETCash receiver of transfer
The receiver receives the full amount of the transfer.

■ Decentralization CBDC
Issuer of CoNETCash.
CBDC should burn 20% stablecoins market price of CoNET
tokens as collateral when a new CoNETCash is issued.
CBDC participates in all transactions on this CoNETCash.
CBDC earns 30% of the transaction fee associated with this
CoNETCash, and the fee of the user paid when users exit
CoNETCash.

■ Witness
Witnesses are miners who stake CoNET tokens.
Each CoNETCash has 5 randomly generated witnesses when
issued.
Witnesses participate in all transactions on this CoNETCash.
Each witness earns 10% of the CoNETCash transaction fee.

■ Validators
Validators are miners who stake CoNET tokens.
Every CoNETCash transaction should have been verified by a
randomly generated validator. Validators earn 20% of the
CoNETCash transaction fee.
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■ Smart Contract Wallet
The stablecoin pledged by the user is transferred to the
corresponding wallet address. The stablecoin required by the user
to withdraw from CoNETCash will be transferred from this wallet
address.

■ CoNETCash Transaction Pool
The CoNETCash withdrawn by the user will be held by smart
contract CoNETCash address then sent to the transaction pool.
The CoNETCash required by the user will first be selected from
the transaction pool. Additional issuance by randomly selected
CBDC when insufficient. The stablecoin pledged by the user is
transferred to the corresponding wallet address. The equivalent
CoNETCash will be transferred out of the transaction pool.

● CoNETCash Features
○ True Decentralized CBDC

Anyone can issue their own CoNETCash with CoNET tokens that burn
20% of the stablecoin. CBDC will participate in the whole process of
CoNETCash to earn 30% of transfer fees and user withdrawal fees.

○ High Speed Transaction
Each CoNETCash is an independent consensus chain maintained by
CBDC, witnesses and validators. New block generation built on events
allows CoNETCash to have unparalleled high-speed transfers.

○ Privacy and True Anonymous Transactions
Users achieve anonymity at the network layer through CoNET-SI to
exchange. Users can temporarily generate a wallet address as the owner
of the CoNETCash. The receiver also receives the transfer amount with
the temporary wallet address. Since each CoNETCash maximum is 100,
the total transfer amount will be hidden.

○ Micropayments
CoNETCash minimum payout is 0.000001 corresponding stablecoin
tokens.

○ Stablecoin-backed
Users mortgage stable coins of the same value to purchase CoNETCash.

○ No Failure of Peg Problems
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CoNETCash is also divided into different types by various stablecoins.
Each kind of CoNETCash is determined by the value of each stablecoin
type. So CoNETCash has no lost peg function.

○ No Byzantine Generals Attack
Byzantine Generals Attack cannot be implemented in CoNETCash
because it benefits from the staking and 100% consensus mechanism of
CoNET-DL.

○ No Stablecoin Crash Crisis Problem
The mint of CoNETCash is the mortgage of the stablecoins approved by
the CoNET Governance Committee. CoNETCash is also divided into
different types by various stablecoins. Each kind of CoNETCash is
determined by the value of each stablecoin type. So CoNETCash has no
lost peg function. Also CoNETCash has no crash crisis problem.
CoNETCash pledged stablecoin has a crash crisis problem that will give
CoNET a risk of 20% of the total amount of that stablecoin pledged in
CoNET.

CoNETCash Problems

○ Double pay and spam problems
CoNETCash transfers are verified by CDBC and multiple random
witnesses and verifiers to prevent collusion and fraud. Staking of CBDC
and witnesses will be punished and be rewarded to the validator if the
validator finds collusion fraud. CoNETCash is issued and withdrawn by
smart contracts to control spam.
Since each chain of CoNETCash has a cap of 100, the attacker will have
limited profit after success, but the attempt may be expensive.

○ A Run on CBDC Problem
Since CoNETCash minting is to mortgage various stable coins, there is
no impact of the CoNET token crash on CoNETCash. If a kind of user
pledged stablecoin crashes, CoNET may have a risk of 20% of the total
amount of that stablecoin pledged in CoNET.
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● CoNET Distributed Ledger Expansion Infrastructure (CoNET-DLE)
● Abstract

A clustered lightweight distributed ledger Expansion system, which consists of
multiple random witnesses and verifiers to be a maintenance group. Numerous
maintenance groups run simultaneously on the network, generating the power of
parallel computing. It has the same un-modifiability as the blockchain and
delivers continuous availability, linear scalability, maximum flexibility and fast
response times. Stake-based and a grouped consensus mechanism eliminates
computing resource waste. CoNET-DL's highly concurrent execution runs faster
as more nodes are added. Sustainable model for unlimited scale and growth.
Event-based block production which is suitable for a transaction-based.

● Introduction
With the continuous expansion of blockchain applications, more and more data
needs to be recorded in the blockchain. The traditional consensus mechanism
with a mainchain as the core not only causes a lot of waste of computer
resources, also due to slow new block consensus mechanism has become the
bottleneck of blockchain development. Although there are various Layer1 and
Layer2 solutions, they are still based on one mainchain idea, and have the same
development bottleneck as the main chain.

CoNET Distributed Ledger Expansion provides a lightweight chain solution. It
perfectly balances the security problem of offline centralized solutions and the
high cost and delay of online.

Staking miners determine their mining needs based on their own computing and
network capabilities for maximum benefit. Lightweight consensus allows
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participants to participate on demand, Eliminates the problem of lack of
decentralization due to the tendency of POW and POS to centralize resources.

● Problems
○ Slow New Block Consensus
○ Waste of Computer Resources
○ High GAS Fee
○ 51% Attack
○ Scalability Bottleneck
○ POW and POS bring increasingly centralized consensus

● How CoNET-DLE working
○ Consensus

■ The Genesis block per chain was created by consensus from an
archive node group, containing all global definitions for this chain.
Security comes from the NFT of the main chain. Witnesses and
validators generate consensus from verifiable roulettes in a group
of archived nodes.

■ The witnesses store all this chain data and consensus of all state
changes participating in this chain.

■ The N + 1 block will be created by the witness based on an event.
No new blocks will be generated if there is no event on this chain.

■ Validators randomly generated by roulette and the witnesses of
this chain, consensus on the new block, and store it to an archived
node group.

■ The archived node checks the quality of the blocks, the unqualified
blocks will be rolled back then regenerated by a new consensus
group.

○ Role of chain
■ Two types of chains

The asset class chain is created on the NFT with the transfer
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certificate. The value of each asset chain does not exceed
$100. The others are storage classes.

■ Ownership of the chain
CoNET wallet needs to be bundled to pay for storage fees.
New blocks will no longer be generated when the wallet fails
to pay. The bundled wallet can be replaced. The asset
transfer fee is directly deducted from the asset.

■ Limited functionality
Only the unique EVM on the chain is in the genesis block,
which can pre-define limited logic on the chain. There is no
communication between chains.

○ Role of nodes
● The pledge archive node

Archive nodes are global full nodes which store all chains and
complete state available for each chain. Archive nodes perform
quality checks on new blocks deposited.

● The archive node group
Archive nodes have two groups corresponding to the odd and
even numbers of NFTserial. When there are enough archive
nodes in the group, the Archive group will split into two or more
groups. All other participants must be members of an archive
group. Since smaller groups have higher income, the overall
network can be balanced.

● The pledge witnesses
Witnesses will participate in the entire life cycle of this chain.
Witnesses are full participants in a certain chain, and store all the
data of that chain. it will be removed from the chain when it is
dishonest. The amount of pledge determines the number of chains
it undertakes at the same time.

● The pledge validator
The validator is a lightweight node that does not store any data.
The validator can participate in the consensus of a block at any
time.

○ Verifiable Roulette
■ Participant client communication uses REST hooks

Participants except Archive nodes can connect to Archive node’s
waiting pool via REST, waiting for the next verification task. If a
participant already has one waiting for a connection, Archive will
terminate the previous one, and the participant will be ranked last.
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The Archive Node sorts the participant order by Proof of History.

■ Anonymous Mining

The participant's Node can use the CoNET-SI network without an
IP address to connect to the CoNET-DLE network through REST.

■ Awaiting Participants Ordering Consensus

With the help of Proof of History, the ordering of participants can
be agreed upon by all Archive Nodes.

■ Create a new verification group

The Archive Node will randomly select a verification group (a
Creator, Witnesses and Validators) of a chain which is defined by
the chain smart contract request.

■ Roulette

Each selected node is obtained by Roulette from the sum of
random numbers obtained by the hosting Archive Node requesting
all Archive Nodes. Then after each Archive Node reaches a 100%
consensus, it is recorded in the Selection Chain, and then handed
over to the create to execute the smart contract to create the
chain. The selected node will be removed from the waiting list. If
the standby node in the Group is not used, it will return to its
original position.

■ Tragedy of Commons [7]

The PoS verifiers could simply confirm PoRep without doing any
work. The economic incentives should be lined up with the PoS
verifiers to do work, like by splitting the mining payout between the
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PoS verifiers and the PoRep replication nodes. To further avoid
this scenario, the PoRep verifiers can submit false proofs a small
percentage of the time. They can prove the proof is false by
providing the function that generated the false data. Any PoS
verifier that confirmed a false proof would be slashed.

○ The Archive Node Role
The archive node is the final quality check of the chain produced
by other nodes. It has the right to decide to adopt the block, or
dissolve the group of the chain, and organize a new node group to
roll back the current block.

● Peer-to-peer networking

The peer-to-peer communication between archive nodes is limited
to peer-to-peer discovery between archive nodes, and it does not
accept communication requirements from other role nodes.

● Remote procedure call (RPC) API

Only participants and owners of the chain can access.

● Consensus

Signature provides block finalization when a new block of a chain
is put in. When the Archive node consensus cannot be fully
reached, the Archive node rejects the current block and executes
the block rollback procedure.

● Proof of History [7]

Proof of History is a sequence of computation that can provide a
way to cryptographically verify passage of time between two
events. It uses a cryptographically secure function written so that
output cannot be predicted from the input, and must be completely
executed to generate the output. Every Archive Node runs it to
timestamp for events.

○ The Archive Node Cluster Group

■ Archive Node register
When an archive node joins, an NFT must be registered in CoNET
to obtain a unique token ID.

■ Archive Node Group
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When the total number of Archive Nodes added is greater than N
multiples of 10, the Archive Node will be split into N+1 groups.
Archive Nodes are arranged according to their own token ID size
and automatically belong to a certain group.

■ Newly added Archive Node
Newly added Archive Nodes are automatically grouped into the
group with the smallest number.

■ Newly Chain Archive Group
Which group does the newly created chain belong to based on the
chain’s NFT token ID it gets.

○ The block rollback procedure by Archive Node
Any Archive node can perform a rollback procedure if consensus
is not reached. At this time, the original group of this chain will be
dissolved, and the nodes will be randomly selected to carry out the
consensus of the current block. The original group members will
not be recognized to participate.

■ Penalize cheating nodes

If the node is involved in cheating, it will no longer be allowed to
join the Archive node, and its income and stake will be put into the
income pool.

■ Punish other nodes for cheating

Only participants and owners of the chain can access.
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■ Consensus

Signature provides block finalization when a new block of a chain
is put in. When 100% consensus cannot be reached in the Archive
node group, the Archive node rejects the current block and
executes the block rollback procedure.

○ Genesis Block
1) User submits a new ledger request to the new ledger request pool.
2) A node is randomly selected as an issuer among the staking

miners to execute a predefined smart contract to generate the
genesis block. The smart contract randomly selects multiple
witnesses and verifiers which are predefined then returns them to
the Issuer.

3) The issuer signs the genesis block and submits it to selected
witnesses and validators for verification.

4) Witnesses and validators verify signatures submitted to the issuer,
while storing the genesis block locally.

○ Generation Of New Block

1) User commits transaction to issuer.
2) The issuer executes the smart contract preset for the transaction

to generate a new block.
3) The smart contract generates new blocks and draws multiple

validators defined by the contract back to the issuer.
4) The issuer signs the new block and submits it to selected

witnesses and validators for verification.
5) Witnesses and validators verify signatures submitted to the issuer,

while storing the new block locally.

● Behavior of CoNET-DLE Chain
All behavior of each chain is determined by a predefined EOS smart contract.

● CoNET-DLE Features
○ Proof of Stake

CoNET-DLE are staked by participants to become the issuer, participant
and validator of the chain. The generation of new blocks must reach
100% consensus. Staking mining will offset security concerns from
anonymous miners.

○ Better Decentralization
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On-demand access to consensus participants without storage will solve
the increasingly serious centralization problem of POW and POS through
monopolizing resources.

○ Concurrent Execution Runs Super Faster
The CoNET-DLE uses a group of roles to verify the new block which is in
a single chain. A staking node can participate in the verification of multiple
chains at the same time with different rules.

○ High Scalability
All nodes are dynamically divided into many groups by different chains
like clusters. With the increase of participants, load balance and
performance also increase. The number of maintainable chains also
increases.

○ Safe and Reliable
All participants of a chain must be composed of randomly selected
different miners. New block must be agreed upon by all participants. If
there is no consensus, the original group will be dissolved and a new
group generated by random selection will participate in the verification.

○ High-efficiency computing resources
CoNET-DLE overall staking miners are formed into many small groups by
each chain.

○ Limited Damage
When one chain is in crisis, it does not affect the transactions of all other
chains.

● CoNET-DLE Security
● Byzantine Generals Attack

The generation of new blocks must reach 100% consensus. The original
group will be dissolved and a new group generated by random selection
will participate in the verification when consensus is false. The attacker
will lose the CoNET tokens which are staking.

● Each chain have limited value
Each chain is based on a transaction, so its value is limited.

● The creator and the witness or validator conspire to attack
Since CoNET-DLE is based on multiple types of transactions. Attackers
attacking a specific transaction have a very low probability of being able
to gather accomplices.
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● Signature Timeout
○ Creator Timeout

The first witness of the chain will automatically become the issuer,
and the verifier of the last block will become the witness. Then the
new block will be revalidated.

○ Witness Timeout
The witness will be excluded from the chain and the validator of
the last block becomes the witness. Then the new block will be
revalidated.

● Refuse To Sign
Verifiers or witnesses who refuse to sign will execute the smart contract.
The original group will be dissolved and a new group generated by
random selection will participate in the verification. Attackers will lose
staked CoNET tokens, good actors will be rewarded.

● CoNET-DLE Virtual Machine (CoNET-DLE VM)
CoNET-DLE Virtual Machine is a simplified version compatible with EOS smart
contract. And has some unique expansion capabilities of CoNET-DLE. As a
CoNET-DLE platform developers can use its global capabilities to create
transaction-compliant blockchains and execute smart contracts using its single
chain based on a transaction.
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● CoNET Platform for Developer
● Abstract

A powerful developer-friendly development environment for all developers who
use the CoNET project innate in digital privacy and CoNETCash and high-speed
lightweight blockchain to develop dAPPs. Developers can develop dAPPs for
different OS and devices with single code based programming via Javascript and
HTML without any need of building them individually. The completed dAPP is
deployed in the dAPP store in the CoNET network, searched by the end user and
installed in the CoNET client.

● Introduction
dAPP development with blockchain technology requires extensive knowledge
and development languages. One of the reasons why there are not many
successful dAPPs is how to enable developers to turn to the development of their
own areas of expertise without considering the unfamiliar environment.
CoNET Platform for Developers aims to break this deadlock. Through simple API
calls, developers do not need to touch the underlying technology, and through
single code based programming, it can be quickly delivered to customers at low
cost.

● How CoNET Platform for Developer working
○ Progressive Web Apps (WPA)

Progressive Web Apps (PWAs) are web apps that use service workers,
manifests, and other web-platform features in combination with
progressive enhancement to give users an experience on par with native
apps.
PWAs provide a number of advantages to users — including being
installable, progressively enhanced, responsively designed,
re-engageable, linkable, discoverable, network independent, and secure.
PWAs are web apps developed using a number of specific technologies
and standard patterns to allow them to take advantage of both web and
native app features. For example, web apps are more discoverable than
native apps; it's a lot easier and faster to visit a website than to install an
application, and you can also share web apps by sending a link.
On the other hand, native apps are better integrated with the operating
system and therefore offer a more seamless experience for the users.
You can install a native app so that it works offline, and users love tapping
their icons to easily access their favorite apps, rather than navigating to it
using a browser.

○ WebViews
A WebView is an embeddable browser that a native application can use
to display web content. A WebView is just the browser engine part that
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you can insert, sort of like an iframe into your native app and
programmatically tell it what web content to load.
WebView can take parts (or all) of your web app that lives on your server
and rely on the WebView to display it inside your native app.
By default, any web code running inside a WebView or web browser is
kept isolated from the rest of the app.

○ React Native
React native is a modern JavaScript framework developed by Facebook.
It is used to make mobile apps (Android/iOS) development easier for
Javascript developers.
CoNET Platform uses React native to build the CoNET-SI Platform for
Android and iOS.

○ Electron
Electron is a full-blown app building framework that allows you to build
desktop apps using web technologies.
We use Electron to build the CoNET-SI Platform for Mac OS, Windows
and linux.
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○ CoNET-SI Platform Structure

○ Loading CoNET-SI Platform

The Webview will be loaded after the CoNET-SI-Platform starts.
Then Webview will load the CoNET-SI Platform core shared worker.
The Shared worker checks the saved CoNET-SI-Platform core if it doesn't
exist the shared worker will access the CoNET-SI node to get the
CoNET-SI Platform core.

○ Check CoNET-SI Platform update
Platform core will automatically check the latest version after running, if
there is an Update, it will be downloaded.

○ Install third-party dAPP
Client-installed APPs will be stored in local IndexedDB.
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○ Running third-party dAPP

Platform loads dAPP's Javascript, CSS, HTML into a secure sandbox
iframe to run. The Javascript that the dapp needs to run on the worker will
be run in a new worker created by the core.

○ Developer registers dAPP as NFT
Developer applications need to be registered as NFTs before they can be
retrieved by the CoNET App store.
By registering their own APP projects as NFTs, developers can

i. Developers can find investors for projects through fractionalized
NFT.

ii. Developers can set install prices to generate sales revenue.
iii. Sales revenue and customer comments and likes are recorded in

an unmodifiable ledger.
iv. Software update versions are automatically pushed to clients.
v. Developers can set any charging service in their dAPP.

vi. Developers can use the CoNET-SI decentralized cloud to deploy
their own anonymous servers for any role, including API servers,
loadbance servers, and database servers.
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● CoNET Mainchain Infrastructure

The CoNET mainchain is an important part of the decentralized CoNET. Benefiting
Avalanche Subnet technology, CoNET features 2 built-in blockchains that are secure,
high-speed and transaction-based.

○ CoNET Exchange Chain (X-Chain)
It is a trading platform for CoNET digital assets, which includes the trading of
CoNET tokens.

○ CoNET Contract Chain (C-Chain)
The C-Chain allows for the creation of smart contracts using the C-Chain’s API.
The C-Chain is an instance of the Ethereum Virtual Machine powered by
Avalanche.
All management on CoNET is based on NFT technology, such as CoNET-SI
service providers, CoNET-DLE staking miners, CoNET developers, the orders in
CoNET's anonymous decentralized order matching exchange etc.
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● Threat Model
CoNET project is designed to provide privacy from adversaries more powerful than those
considered by VPNs, Tor, and existing peer-to-peer systems. CoNET uses obfuscation
technology to hide the communication characteristics of CoNET. Monitoring based on
special protocols and monitoring based on traffic will no longer work for CoNET. The
threat model considered by CoNET is an adversary with any combination of the following
capabilities:

● In a Whitelist Network
Active network adversaries are able to inject, modify, and drop packets while they
are in transit through the underlying internet infrastructure when target IP
addresses are not in a whitelist. This is in line with the capabilities of large
nation-states and telecommunications providers that operate the internet
infrastructure.

● Corrupt Participants
Participants can review de-anonymized wallet addresses and take denial of
service for certain addresses.

● Availability
Disrupt the availability of the CoNET network so that users can no longer rely on
its protection to access services and instead are forced to communicate in ways
that compromise their privacy.
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● CoNET Economics
○ Introduction

CoNET Project consists of three parts : CoNET “Stealth Internet” (CoNET-SI),
CoNET mainchain and CoNET Distributed Ledger Expansion (CoNET-DLE).

CoNET token provides the overall decentralization and security structure of the
CoNET project. The CoNET project has high throughput and lower transaction
costs and smart contract GAS fees of the CoNET token mainnet, benefiting from
the power of the Avalanche’s consensus.

The CoNET-SI uses stable CoNETCash to create a fair environment for users
and service providers, which ensures the sustainable and benign development of
CoNET.

Use of CoNET-DLE Platform can choose a fixed transfer fee or implement a
smart contract GAS flexible economic model.

○ Key Metrics
■ Token name: CoNET
■ Token symbol: CoNET
■ Total supply: 500M CoNET
■ Underlying blockchain: AVAX
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○ CoNET Token Distribution

○ CoNET Token Model
All computers are resource constrained and require a system to prevent abuse.
CoNET project consists of two completely different infrastructures, the network
communication infrastructure CoNET-SI and the decentralized economic system
CoNET token.
CoNET project designs stable and stealth CoNETCash for the CoNET-SI
ecosystem, which has in order to more closely match the real economic life
model. CoNET token and CoNET Distributed Ledger Expansion (CoNET-DLE)
provides CoNETCash security and high-speed transfer and low fee.
CoNET token forged 500M in Genesis, and will not be issued in the future.
CoNET token is a rare resource that is used as staking and pay GAS when
executing smart contracts on CoNET mainchain, reward for CoNET-SI service
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providers, and used as staking in CoNET-DLE for consensus verification. When
CBDC receives USDT to mint CoNETCash, 20% of the market price of the
CoNET token is also burned. 20% of the market price of the CoNET token will be
issued when a user quits CoNETCash.

○ Governance
Governance is the process by which people in a community:

1) Reach consensus on subjective matters of collective action that cannot be
captured entirely by software algorithms in CoNET-DLE; Carry out the
decisions they reach. Modified transfer fee percentage and smart contract
GAS pricing in CoNET-DLE.

2) Vote to Increase or decrease the types of stablecoins that CoNETCash
uses to back.

3) Vote to Increase or decrease the types of crypto asset that CoNET-oDEX
can be to the listing.
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● Use Cases
○ CoNET Decentralized Order Matching Exchange (CoNET-oDEX)

■ Abstract
CoNET Decentralized Order Matching Exchange provides a lower
transaction fees of 0.01% and security, anonymous and CEX-like
high-speed transactions. CoNET-oDEX has no impermanent loss, no
slippage loss, no DEX trade delay because it uses order matching. Traffic
obfuscation benefiting from CoNET-SI can make CoNET-oDEX
accessible to global users. A more efficient high-speed automatic order
matching system based on CoNET-DLE smart contracts.
(The next version of CoNET will launch CoNET NFT Decentralized Order
Matching Exchange)

■ Introduction
Decentralized exchanges (DEXs) have been emerging over the last five
years to challenge incumbent centralized exchanges (CEXs). In brief,
DEXs aim to offer lower transaction fees, let users directly hold their own
assets and avoid some regulatory burdens. On the other hand, they face
the cost of compensating their liquidity providers for a special kind of risk
called “impermanent loss.” However, As for the decentralized order
matching exchange the automatic order matching of smart contracts
based on the mainchain burning GAS is difficult to achieve due to the lack
of economic motivation.
CoNET-oDEX is designed to address these problems of DEX.

■ Problems
● Impermanent Loss

DEXs use “automated market maker” protocols to determine the
prices of assets without a centralized body orchestrating trades.
As neat as this system is, it does introduce a risk for the liquidity.
A liquidity provider will tend to end up withdrawing more of the
token that lost value and less of the one that gained value,
compared with their starting assets. Therefore, they will end up
poorer than if they had just held onto their assets privately.
In practice, DEXs generally compensate liquidity providers through
transaction fees. But that means charging higher fees than they
would otherwise need.

● Slippage Loss
Price Slippage Caused by High Trading Volume.
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● DEX trade delay
A lag time between when confirming the transaction and when the
blockchain confirms the transaction. Between those two
confirmations, the price of the asset can change a little or a lot.

● Inefficient order matching automatically of DEX
Although the Loopring protocol can solve order matching, it is
based on the matching of miners. However, there is still a DEX
trade delay problem based on transactions on the mainchain.

● Liquidity
The liquidity in decentralized exchanges is held in liquidity pools.
Price slippage caused by low liquidity.  

■ How
The user first deposits the asset into the CoNET-oDEX smart contract
wallet, then CoNET-oDEX  issues a deposit receipt via CoNET-DLE. The

user's transactions in CoNET-oDEX are recorded in the deposit receipt
chain. When a user exits, smart contract transfers assets from the smart
contract wallet to the user's wallet with the receipt chain data.
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1) User A deposit CoNET-oDEX approved digital assets 1 ETH to
CoNET-oDEX to obtain a ETH Deposit Receipt. User A’s 1 ETH
enters the CoNET-oDEX ETH smart contract wallet.

2) Since CoNET-oDEX has an upper limit for each certificate of
deposit, users may need to split high-value deposits into multiple
certificates of deposit.

3) User B deposits CoNET-oDEX approved digital assets 100 AVAX
to CoNET-oDEX then obtains a AVAX Deposit Receipt. User B’s
100 ETH enters the CoNET-oDEX AVAX smart contract wallet.

4) User A signs his ETH Deposit Receipt then posts a 1 ETH
exchange  63.799 AVAX order to order list.

5) User B sees this order and wants this transaction.

6) User B issues an order request and signs his AVAX Deposit
Receipt to CoNET-oDEX.

7) CoNET-oDEX smart contract creates a new block in user A’s ETH
Deposit Receipt to sign 1 ETH held by User B’s wallet. creates a
new block in User B’s AVAX Deposit Receipt to sign 63.799 held
by User A’s wallet.

8) User A wants AVAX to exit CoNET-oDEX. User A signs to AVAX
Deposit Receipt which is held by User A, then post exit request to
CoNET-oDEX.

9) AVAX Deposit Receipt’s issuer executes smart contracts, 63.799
AVAX will send from CoNET-oDEX AVAX smart contract wallet to
User A’s AVAX wallet.

■ Order Matching Automatically
Maintenance participants of the order book (issuer, witnesses, validators)
in CoNET-DLE, They are willing to run order-matching smart contracts in
order to earn order fees.

■ CoNET-oDEX Technical Features

● Decentralization exchange
● High-speed transaction completion
● No AMM, no liquidity problem
● Safe, anonymous and unregulated
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● Digital asset custodial by smart contracts
● Fixed 0.01% low transaction fees
● No impermanent loss
● No slippage loss
● No DEX trade delay

■ Remaining Problems
● Transactions in non-ECR-20 assets

Can use BSV to allow users to transfer funds to the smart contract
wallet, and issue CoNET-BSV token as the transaction basis.
When the user exits, burn the CoNET-BSV token and transfer
funds from the BSV smart contract to the user's wallet.
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○ CoNET Decentralized Cloud Computing (CoNET-DCC)
■ Abstract

CoNET Decentralized Cloud Computing ( CoNET-DCC ) provides a
decentralized cloud infrastructure consisting of participants (providing
computer equipment) and consumers. CoNET-DCC expands the
decentralized web3 just to provide cloud storage, CoNET-DCC provides
cloud computing, cloud environment application, gateway, and
networking.
Settlement between suppliers and consumers of CoNET-DCC, using
CoNETCash which is anonymous, efficient and stable in USD.
Benefiting from CoNET's communication obfuscation technology,
consumers can use CoNET-DCC wherever they are from.

■ Introduction
The growing dependency on cloud-based infrastructure does not diminish
its obvious frailties. One of such drawbacks is the fragile security template
that traditional cloud computing services provide. Since they are
centralized, the tenacity of such products rests on the capability of service
providers to evolve in tandem with security realities. Then there is also the
high-cost model of such products as a result of the concentration of the
cloud computing market shares in a handful of service providers including
Amazon, Google, Microsoft, and Alibaba. Also, these drawbacks and the
apparent lack of options have directly contributed to data and service
censorship.
Digital requirements have led to the underutilization of computing
resources. Corporations, small companies, and individuals sink billions, if
not trillions, for better computers and other gears only to be left idle 30
percent of the time. The wastage coincides with the increasing need for
the same valuable resources to address minute details of businesses and
corporations.
Web3 can give privacy and control back to consumers. But web3 does
not achieve the same simplicity and convenience as a centralized cloud
like Amazon or Google Cloud.

■ Problems
● Censorship and high cost of centralized cloud services
● The fragile security template that centralized cloud
● Underutilization of computing resources
● Web3 lacks simplicity and convenience
● Internet Censorship Makes Centralized Clouds Unreachable

■ How
1) Participants

(a) Register as a participant
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CoNET-SI encourages PCs to participate in the CoNET-SI
network through the CoNET-SI platform. Participants first
need to register their computer as an NFT, and determine
the computer specifications and network bounds weight, IP
address through an automatically running detection
program.

(b) Setup Basic Price
Participants can set the basic price of their computer
services, such as a network outbound per MB, storage per
MB, each vCPU price, memory per MB price, etc.

(c) Staking CoNET tokens
Participants need to stake a CoNET to qualify as a
participant.

(d) Online
Participants press start to join the supplier.

■ Consumer
● Find suppliers that match prices and great service.

Consumers can find suppliers that meet their own conditions
through CoNET-SI.

● Payment Authorization
Consumers authorize CoNETCash to suppliers according to
payment conditions.

● Confirmation of service contract
The supplier agrees to provide the service after confirming the
payment.

● Deploy the application
Consumers deploy cloud applications via the CoNET-SI platform.

■ CoNET Reward
Consumers can rate and like the service of the supplier. CoNET evaluates
providers who maintain 24-hour online time and provide excellent service
for a fixed period, and use CoNET token for rewards
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■ Use Case
● Deploy a Web server (including an anonymous server that

uses wallet address)
● Deploy the storage server（ include anonymous server uses

wallet address ）
● Deploy virtual machines (Linux, MacOS, or Windows)
● Deploy Wordpress blog server
● Be Web3 storage

Through an additional redundant array of independent, Internet
users can access files through URLs for free. The outbound fee
incurred is paid by the owner.
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○ CoNET NFT Decentralized Social Value (CoNET-NFT-DSV)

■ Abstract
CoNET NFT Decentralized Social Value ( CoNET-NFT-DSV ) builds a
social circle for each NFT digital asset. Through CoNET-NFT-DSV, the
owner of NFT can sell digital copyrights in US dollars (Based on
CoNETCash). Customers can leave uneditable comments and likes on
this NFT. Potential buyers can assess the true value of this NFT by
looking at the history. CoNET-NFT-DSV hides digital assets through smart
contracts, and will only be restored after meeting the copyright conditions
(price) set by the owner.

■ Introduction
NFTs have taken the business world by storm. Whether it is tech, music,
real estate, gaming, or sports, the introduction of NFTs within these
industries have resulted in groundbreaking milestones.
While there are certainly plenty of scams with NFTs, as we will see, with
NFTs eventually offering real utility, speculation and extreme prices will
likely disappear for the vast majority of NFTs simply because NFTs will
become ubiquitous.One of the great things that has come out of the NFT
frenzy, though, is that for the first time, digital artists can get paid for their
work and contribution to society.

■ NFT Problems
● Loosely Linked Digital Assets

NFTs prove that you own something that is hosted somewhere,
but that does not mean that the underlying asset is truly yours.
NFTs address is that it shows that you made a transaction for a
certain digital asset, so it is a verifiable receipt that indicates that
you own the asset.

● Expensive GAS Fees for The Mainchain
Anyone who wants to expand the NFT on the main chain to which
the NFT belongs faces obstacles caused by expensive gas fees.
The mainchain with low GAS price is prohibitive due to the fear
that the generated NFT has no reputation.

● Centralized Popular Ecosystem
Well-known marketplaces such as OpenSea are centralized.
If OpenSea decides to remove or freeze the digital asset because
of a copyright infringement or other reason, your NFT becomes
worthless, and this has already happened more than once.
The centralized database storing your actual artwork can be
hacked, and the criminal can delete the actual asset, in which
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case you still hold the NFT pointing to a web address pointing to a
server, but since there is nothing on that server, you own nothing.

● Scams and Copyright Infringements
it might very well be that the NFT you bought does not come with
the right IP or copyrights. And copyright recognition may make
NFT go back to centralization.

● NFT can only be used as a collection
The owner cannot allow the owned digital assets to generate sales
revenue by leasing or licensing limited copyrights.

■ How
The CoNET-NFT-DSV can create a separate chain for each NFT to
expand the NFT space. Through this decentralized ledger system,
unmodifiable milestones of NFTs can be recorded. Real digital assets can
be hidden through NFT smart contracts. By setting asset recovery
conditions, owners can achieve sales revenue by leasing or licensing
limited copyrights. Potential collectors can discover the true value of NFTs
through historical milestones. Such a decentralized Social Value prevents
piracy and fraud. Let NFT and digital assets be closely integrated.
CoNET-DSV provides decentralized NFT expansion information; the
owner does not need to transfer NFT ownership to the centralized trading
market.

■ CoNET Copyright Protection Mechanism
● Create a NFT chain

1) NFT owner, submit account application and digital assets,
and save digital assets to pay CoNETCash authorization,
gas fee to the transaction pool.

2) Randomly generated creators receive orders from the
trading pool.
The creator executes a predetermined type of smart
contract.

3) The smart contract will shred, then encrypt the digital
assets, store all encrypted pieces into the CoNET-SI
(CoNET Stealth Internet) Web 3.0 network, the restore
index will be encrypted then stored to the genesis block.

4) The smart contract randomly selects multiple verifiers (at
least one) from the validator pool.

5) The smart contract randomly selects multiple witnesses (at
least one) from the witness pool.
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6) Write the Genesis block, the Genesis block HASH submits
the CoNET smart contract into the CoNET mainchain,
deducts the GAS fee from the owner's CoNET wallet, and
sends it to the creator, witnesses and verifiers for signature

7) The creator signs the block and gets the gas reward.
8) Witnesses sign blocks and get Gas rewards.
9) The verifier signs the block, gets the gas reward, and

completes the genesis block.

● Data Written to the NFT chain
1) User submits data to the transaction pool.
2) The creator of the chain executes a smart contract

predefined by that data.
3) The smart contract randomly selects multiple validators (at

least one) from the validator pool.
4) Sent to the creator, witnesses and validators to sign.
5) The creator signs and gets Gas rewards.
6) Witness signature, get Gas reward.
7) The validator signs the block, gets the gas reward, and the

new block is completed.

● Read Digital Assets (Sale Input)
1) User submits access to digital asset credentials to the

transaction pool.
2) The creator executes a predefined read digital asset smart

contract.
3) The smart contract transfers to the owner according to the

preset CoNETCash amount.
4) The smart contract restores the digital assets, encrypts

them with the User public key, then stores it into the
CoNET-SI  (CoNET Stealth Internet)  Web3.0 network.

5) The smart contract randomly selects multiple verifiers (at
least one) from the validator pool.

6) Creator, Witness and Validator Signature. Complete new
block.

● Transfer of NFTs
1) The NFT owner submits NFT transfer certificate to the

transaction pool.
2) The creator executes the predefined transfer smart

contract.
3) Change of NFT owner wallet address and CoNETCash

credentials.
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4) The smart contract randomly selects multiple verifiers (at
least one) from the validator pool.

5) Creator, Witness and Validator Signature. Complete new
block.

■ User Case
○ Decentralized Censorship-Free “Youtube”

Podcasts can earn revenue through the CoNET-NFT-DSV, which
can change the current podcasting ecosystem based on
advertising revenue, allowing podcasters to gain true freedom of
speech without cursing advertisers.

○ Decentralized Censorship-Free “Amazon”
Through the CoNET-NFT-DSV, book authors can earn copyright
revenue like in Amazon without worrying about expensive
handling fees. Authors can also auction ownership through NFT
trading market.

○ Artist's NFT Digital Assets
Artists can create art without fear of piracy. Because all NFTs point
to snapshots.

○ NFT based Decentralized Anonymous Censorship-Free Social
Media
A central topic with post as a NFT can be established. Likes and
threads generated around this topic will be recorded on this chain.
Journalists can discover original news leads. Organizing news by
selling copyright or ownership.
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○ CoNET Web3 Infrastructure
■ Abstract

CoNET provides a new generation of Web3.0 infrastructure based on
decentralized computer cloud services. CoNET uses stable CoNETCash
for settlement, allowing participants and users to stand on a fair basis.

■ Introduction
Web 3.0 aims to create a decentralized world wide web where every
individual will be in control of their data. Web 3.0 promises to be a
censorship-resistant web that no one controls. Big companies, including
Facebook, TikTok and Twitter, wouldn't have access to your data without
your consent. Instead of using these applications by giving up your data,
web 3.0 will encourage users to earn as they use them. The web 3.0
evolution will impact all aspects of human interaction because it leverages
the power of blockchain technology to preserve ledger records that are
accessible to everyone. Thus, ensuring they cannot be destroyed or
altered by anyone.
Organizations and their data and ideas currently dominate the internet.
Personal data is commercialized, and their algorithms easily manipulate
public opinion. These lead to the following concerns for web 2.0 users.
Monopoly, censorship and control. 90% of websites are hosted by just a
handful of companies that support Facebook, Twitter, Airbnb, Uber,
Reddit, and Netflix. If they choose to, they can block platforms and users
from using their services.
Threat of hacking. Data (billions of records) created by different owners
reside in centralized storage that criminals can hack into or commit fraud.
Web 3.0 is the practical application of decentralized trust relationships. It
rewrites the Domain name system driven by centralization.

■ Problems
● Web 3.0 censorship due to centralized applications

The biggest advantage that Web 3.0 promised was that it will be
censorship-resistant. However, several countries are banning the
underlying web3 applications. Moreover, the key web 3
infrastructure applications are also avoiding operations in some
countries. We have also seen crypto exchanges considering
banning all crypto wallets in Russia due to the war. So, the
underlying promise of Web 3.0 is already under attack, adding to
web3 issues.
Metamask is a popular crypto wallet. Metamask relies on Infura,
which is a blockchain node infrastructure. As per reports, Infura
tries to maintain compliance with US sanctions and is not
providing services in Iran, North Korea, Cuba, Syria, and the
Crimea, Donetsk, and Luhansk regions of Ukraine. Opensea is the
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biggest NFT marketplace on Web 3.0. The service also relies on
Infura and similarly is not available in countries sanctioned by the
United States.

● Scalability Issues in Blockchains
The scalability issue in blockchains is how to handle the
increasing number of blockchain nodes and transactions. In
blockchains, a consensus mechanism runs on all blockchain
nodes to verify a transaction which takes time. As the number of
applications on blockchains is increasing, we need to find a
solution to handle the increasing amount of transactions.

● The heavy cost of transactions on blockchains.
One of the most important problems of using blockchains is the
transaction costs. There are heavy fees involved for every
transaction.

● Web3 has not been designed to be user friendly

■ Features
CoNET-Web3 can solve the above problems because it is based on the
decentralized cloud service of CoNET-SI.

● Obfuscated CoNET-SI Traffic
CoNET-SI uses obfuscation technology based on HTML protocol
to hide communication. It can be used to avoid Web3 censorship.

● CoNET-Web3 based on stablecoin
Stablecoin-based CoNET-Web3 has more cost advantages than
ordinary Blackchain's Web3.

● CoNET-Web3 based on decentralized cloud
Unlike most Web3 based on blockchain technology. CoNET-Web3
based on decentralized cloud services avoids the slow blockchain
transactions and scalable problems.

● friendly user experience
CoNET-Platform provides a simple and user-friendly user UI.
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○ SEGURO End-To-End Decentralized Messenger Application [8]

■ Abstract
Seguro Messenger is built to emphasize privacy, by default.
Pseudonymous public-private wallet addresses are used to identify user
and device addresses, not IP Addresses, severing the link between
personal ID and location. With this paradigm, the Seguro dAPP creates a
safe environment, even if the rest of the user's environment is insecure.
To further ensure privacy, user messages are encrypted when leaving
their device. The Seguro peer-to-peer communication protocols and
dAPP system design ensure that no user messages will be leaked while
in transit. Additionally a modified sharding protocol, that decentralizes the
file fragments, will hide message history. These safety precautions make
certain hackers will not be able to compromise the user. Benefiting from
CoNET-SI communication obfuscation technology, consumers can use
SEGURO Messenger wherever they are from.
In a hostile internet environment SEGURO messenger provides security.

■ Introduction
The Seguro Messenger utilizes a number of protections to ensure user
privacy. First, both the user account and their device have a wallet
address to protect identity and enable secure routing. The device then
packages the data with another layer of encryption to protect it while in
transit. The CoNET-SI, then delivers the data to the target device and
user account, without decrypting it.
Password derivation protects user passwords. Reducing and obscuring
metadata is another step that limits vulnerability. Additionally, all routed
data appears as encrypted formatted data. Furthermore, Seguro
Messenger is a decentralized APP which means it has no server in the
middle, so the data can be sent peer to peer.
To improve the application, the Messenger will rely upon users to verify
trust through cryptographic signatures. The code will also be open source,
so the community can inspect it for flaws, making the implementation very
robust.
To incentivize maintenance, users need to pay with CoNETCash to
reward those who forward Seguro data. With those steps, Seguro
Messenger will be a secure decentralized internet messenger.
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● Disclaimer

ANY TOKEN PURCHASE AGREEMENTS HAVE NOT BEEN AND WILL NOT BE
REGISTERED UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933 (THE "SECURITIES ACT")
OR THE LAWS OF ANY U.S. STATE, AND MAY NOT BE OFFERED, SOLD, OR
DELIVERED WITHIN THE UNITED STATES OR TO OR FOR THE ACCOUNT OR
BENEFIT OF U.S. PERSONS EXCEPT PURSUANT TO AN EXEMPTION FROM, OR
IN A TRANSACTION NOT SUBJECT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE SECURITIES
ACT. THE CoNET TOKEN DOES NOT PROVIDE ANY CLAIMS OR MEMBERSHIP
RIGHTS IN CoNET TECHNOLOGIES LLC.
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